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I do time's inbetween tweets, take the results, translate the time variations back to

the boards. I'll explain and illustrate the best I can. This is gonna be a long one.

We'll use the orthodox method, then I'll illustrate another re-read using "keys"?.

Here we go!

Looking at 3rd Special Forces, these two. Both of these are Rt's. One done one the 13th at 10:04am. The next one is the

same thing, diff time/org. A day before 12th, at 21:29.
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So this is what the math looks like. Tools make it easier.

So 12 hours 35m is now drop 1235. Time variations as follows, 1258, 755, 453 (and 1235).



1235. Well just run across at face value. This lets you (the user) discern for themselves. I'll do my own interpertation (extra

steps) after these face values.



1258 (23up from our previous) is this.



755. Just want to point out that 14th. If purposeful. These RT's are part of a plan that is in motion. Both done in the past to

lead to a 14th delta (plus 3 months) Notice that L missing from the drop bottom? L=12 1,2=+3

Tried to illustrate the best I could.



I know 453 is listed I'll do an extra to thank peeps who look at these and to those who look at the drops/boards. 453[0] just

added it in. Drop is such.



Back on track 453 is such. Again this is just face value I need to get a side by side going, comparison of time stamps, that

delta (possible one) might have more to it.

@ThreadReaderApp, please unroll. If anyone spots erros, go ahead and get at me. It happens sometimes! (Again I'll try to

do a breakdown later) Leave this as a preview.
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